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A LOCARNO
FILM FESTIVAL
PROJECT
A unique opportunity to join 200 emerging artists and voices from
all over the world, during the 10 days of Festival in a reformed army
headquarter.
BaseCamp third edition will unlock a new dimension of your
creativity.

THE
VISION
A CORE VALUE OF THE BASECAMP
IS TO BE AN OPEN FIELD FOR
EXPERIMENTATION
• An opportunity to embrace new perspectives and artistic languages
• A place to share your creativity through a mixture of different media
• A free space for limitless multidisciplinary approaches
• A networking dimension to enhance your artistic production
• A chance to experience the whole Locarno Film Festival program
To exploit the project potential, we are working on a fully curated
program designed to step beyond the classics, immerge in the digital
and provoke new visions.

FOR WHOM IS
THE
?

BaseCamp is a project that aims at creating a community made for and
by emerging talents between the age of 18 to 30 years old.
We are looking forward to welcoming filmmakers, photographers,
musicians, designers, stylists, writers, performers, scientists, and all the
people who are ready to make the most of this experience.
For this third edition we are happy to open the applications
internationally!

SHARE YOUR
WORLD WITH
THE LOCARNO
FILM FESTIVAL

WHERE DOES IT
TAKE PLACE?

THIS IS WHAT
YOU’LL FIND:

BaseCamp takes place in a former military • Shared rooms with a maximum of 10
barracks in Losone, a few kilometres from beds*
Locarno, the heart of the Festival.
• Shared squat toilets and showers*
• A large party room and a dancefloor.
Think of the BaseCamp structure as
• A BaseCamp Bar
one big indoor camping site: spirit of
• A chill-out room
adaptation and initiative are essential
• A breakfast room
skills.
• Rooms for meetings, exchanges and
artistic creation
Note: Your experience with this particular • An underground space for exhibitions
location will also be determined by your
and installations
vision and attitude.
• A vast green park
*Bedrooms, bathrooms, and showers will be in common and separate
between “female” and “male”. We are aware that this can be an
uncomfortable situation. Unfortunately, being the location a military
site, it is impossible for us to arrange differently than its given binary
structure. We will do what is possible for us in terms of environment
and content to ensure an inclusive and welcoming experience to all
participants.

HOW DO I GET
HOW TO
TO THE BASECAMP GET AROUND
LOCATION?
THE FESTIVAL
You can arrive by train to the Locarno train
station. There you will find the bus stop
that will take you directly to the BaseCamp
site (Caserma Losone bus stop).

Public transportation and Festival shuttles
will connect you between BaseCamp and
the Festival center on a regular basis and
well into the night.

If you come from further away, the nearest
airport is Milan Malpensa. From there, if
you book in advance, you can take the
Festival shuttle to Locarno for free. Upon
arrival in Locarno you can use the Festival
buses or shuttles to reach the BaseCamp
site (Caserma Losone bus stop).

All participants will be given a map
showing all the Festival venues and how to
reach them.

It is not possible to come by car.

P.S. a bike could be very useful, think about
how to take it with you on the trip!
A vast green park

STARTING

WEDNESDAY
3RD AUGUST

Check-in from

12 A.M. TO 20 P.M.
ENDING

SATURDAY
13TH AUGUST
Check-out by

WHY 10 DAYS?

11 A.M.

Only by giving yourself time to fully understand the BaseCamp project you will be
able to make the most out of this experience. For the fruition of the contents that are
offered, time and most of all commitment are required.
By staying for the 10 days you will also be able to fully enjoy the whole Locarno Film
Festival, meet more people and deepen your connections.
Lastly, don’t forget that you are in Ticino in the middle of summer: there are many
opportunities to enjoy the territory, with its lakes and valleys!

A TYPICAL BASECAMP DAY
When you wake up, you will be served breakfast along
with all the BaseCamp residents.
Here you can plan your day and make new encounters.
A day full of high quality film screenings, meetings,
events and masterclasses awaits you. Thanks to your
BaseCamp accreditation you can attend the official
Locarno Film Festival program.
You are free to shape your day as you like. To help you,
you will also receive some advice on how to find the
content that best meets your interests.
You are highly encouraged to dedicate some time to
develop your own artistic projects, being inspired by the
stories and creativity of the other participants.

A TYPICAL BASECAMP NIGHT
Once the whole city sleeps, BaseCamp Losone comes to life
becoming the place to be.
Every night there will be concerts, Dj sets, performances and
even exclusive talks given by the same participants itselves
or also by special guests.
We can already anticipate you that some of the coolest
parties of the whole Festival will also happen at the
BaseCamp, such as the Party di Domani.

WHAT ARE THE EXPENSES?
The participation fee is of 200 Swiss francs.
This is to be paid only once you are selected. Before
sending your application, please make sure you agree
to the costs and understand what is included and not for
this price.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
• Accommodation and breakfast
• Clean sheets and blankets upon arrival
• A personal locker
• Accreditation for all screening and public events of the
official program of the Locarno Film Festival
• Access to all the contents of the BaseCamp program
• Free shuttle connection between the BaseCamp
Losone and the Festival center (Piazza Grande) from
early morning to late night
• A Ticino pass for your whole stay that gives you free
access and discounts to all public transportation and
cultural facilities of the Canton Ticino

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED?
• Towels
• Locks: you need to bring two locks with you
• Lunch and dinner
• Your round trip to and from Locarno
• Anything else that has not been included in the
“included list”

APPLY IF YOU
ARE READY TO
SHARE YOUR
EXPERIENCE
DISCOVER
NEW IDEAS
EMBRACE THE
UNEXPECTED
Meet new people and shape future collaborations

Be involved in the BaseCamp activities

The outstanding moments will be unpredictable

FAQs
IS THERE A DEADLINE TO
SEND THE APPLICATION?
No, we will select the participants as we receive the
applications.
It is not a “first arrived first served” situation. Once
we have the best applications and once we reach the
maximum amount of people we can host, the link to
apply will be taken down.
This year we are looking for the most compelling people
to take part in the project. As there is no official deadline,
we encourage you to attentively elaborate your motivation
letter and apply as soon as you are ready to.

ARE THERE CONCESSION
REGARDING THE FEE?
No, the payment of CHF 200.- is a symbolic contribution
that will confirm us your participation.
The fee does not correspond to the actual expenses of
accommodation, meals and contents.

WHAT ARE THE COVID
RESTRICTIONS?
As for now (May 2022) there are no restriction in
Switzerland: no need to have a Covid certificate to enter
the country nor to access any place. There is also no
obligation to a wear a mask in any place.
Should there be any changes that affect the BaseCamp
or the Festival, you will be updated. Still, we highly
recommend you to autonomously check the travel
regulations from your own country.

FAQs
IS IT POSSIBLE TO STAY
FOR LESS THAN 10 DAYS?
No, as mentioned, BaseCamp is a project (and not a
hostel). To stay for less days would compromise the
project and potentially also the experience of the other
participants.
We ask you to be fully committed.

IS THERE A KITCHEN
I CAN USE?
No, you won’t have access to a kitchen.
There will be a bar, where you can order all sorts of
drinks. It is also possible to order lunchboxes to take
away for a fair price.

CAN I TAKE MY PET
WITH ME?
We love dogs, cats and turtles. Unfortunately BaseCamp
Losone is not a place for animals.

IF YOU STILL
HAVE SOME
DOUBTS OR
QUESTIONS
BEFORE YOU
MAKE YOUR
CHOICE DON’T
HESITATE TO
WRITE US:

basecamp@locarnofestival.ch

You can share the BaseCamp
experience before you even arrive!
→ Facebook
→ Twitter
→ Instagram

